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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

Fortunet’s survey was conducted among 42 companies (“Aggregators”) that engage in
rolling up Amazon Businesses by way of merger and acquisition (“Amazon M&A”). Such
aggregators were asked about their investment criteria and other considerations related to
their acquisition process, as well as about their plans moving forward.
The results highlight some market trends, alongside some misconceptions among sellers:
§ Amazon Aggregators place all their bets on Amazon. While many sellers believe that they
should sell on other platforms to increase their valuation, Aggregators do not necessarily
value the diversity, unless the sales on these platforms are significant.
§ Based on the survey’s results and the Aggregators’ projections, it is estimated that the
number of acquisitions in the next year should exceed a thousand. To be able to manage
and grow such a large number of brands, Aggregators will need to develop new
technological capabilities, and hire staff rapidly.
§ While the Amazon third party industry is highly fragmented, the growing Amazon M&A
market is still concentrated, as it is still in its early stages. To-date, most of the acquisitions
were made by approximately 18% of the Aggregators. Many Aggregators have been founded
in 2020 and have not made many acquisitions yet. However, since many of the new
Aggregators have raised significant funds, the Amazon M&A market is expected to expand
over a larger number of active buyers, and multiples may increase even further.
§ A number of product categories on Amazon remain untapped by aggregators and
represent acquisition opportunities with lower multiples. The level of demand for Amazon
businesses varies across different categories. Understandably, most Aggregators are
interested in evergreen products, which are easy to operate and are usually not subject to
massive regulatory requirements. The most popular product categories include Home and
Garden, Pet Supplies, Baby Products, Outdoors and Health and Personal Care.
Some categories, such as Toys, are considered by Aggregators to be less attractive, and
other categories, including Apparel, Electronics, Supplements, Food and Fashion- are
specifically excluded by several Aggregators. As a result, while the valuation of Amazon
businesses in the “popular categories” is generally rising over time, in particular with the
entrance of multiple new Aggregators and their cumulative capital raise of approximately
$9 billion, there is an opportunity to acquire businesses in other “non-popular” growing
categories, for lower multiples.
§ “Build to Sell” is a valid business model that may provide Amazon sellers with a very
quick monetization route. Many Aggregators are open to acquire very young businesses,
operating for a minimum period of one year only, as long as profitability is at least 15%.

The Survey’s key findings:
§ The main market drivers of the Amazon M&A space constitute around 18% of Aggregators
who acquired more than 21 businesses each. The remaining players are relatively new, with
significant aspirations: While almost 64% of the Aggregators have acquired 1-10 businesses,
the majority intends to purchase more than 15 businesses in the next 12 months.
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§ The most popular categories among the Aggregators include: 1. “Home and Garden” (over
88%), 2. Pet Supplies (over 78%), 3. Baby Products (67%), 4. Outdoors (64%), 5. Health and
Personal Care (64%).
§ The respondents excluded the following categories: 1. Apparel (52%), 2. Electronics (44%), 3.
Supplements (42)%, 4. Food (42%) or 5. any Fashion product (39%). This is mostly due to the
demand for evergreen products that won’t lose popularity over time, won’t require constant
innovation or design, and that do not have complex compliance/regulation.
§ None of the Buyers polled are looking to acquire solely wholesale businesses. 63% of the
respondents indicated that they purchase only private label brands, 30% are buying
primarily private labels.
§ 46% of the Buyers assert that they require a minimum operating history of one year only for
acquisitions targets, 35% require over 2 years, 17% do not require any minimum operating
history.
§ Although a profit margin of over 20% is typically deemed desirable, over 50% of Buyers said
that they require at least 15% SDE profit margin for Amazon FBA businesses.
§ 65% of respondents acquire FBA businesses with a minimum purchase price of 500K-1M,
and 52% of the Buyers assert that they do not have an upper limit for their acquisitions.
§ Over 90% replied that they either purchase assets only, or prefer to purchase the assets only.
An asset deal for FBA amazon businesses is far simpler and faster than a stock acquisition.
§ 61% prefer a full acquisition, while 37% may consider a partial acquisition. Most buyers seem
to be confident in their ability to scale the business on their own after a short transition
period.
§ Preferred structure: Most aggregators offer 70-80% cash upfront, with a deferred or
stabilization payment, followed by an earn-out. This seems to address the seller’s desire to
cash out (having no control over the future performance of the business), and buyer’s need
to mitigate the risk of potential unknowns in the business.
§ Over 40% of the Buyers offer or occasionally offer equity in the holding company.
§ While many sellers assume that sales via omnichannel platforms increase their valuation,
most aggregators replied that they do not necessarily value additional sales channels, unless
they drive significant sales.
§ Over 61 % replied that they offer a higher multiple for businesses having patents/design
patents. This was one of the only factors that most buyers found valuable.
§ Most buyers acquire the businesses to hold and grow the brands. Less than 3% answered
they buy to flip, i.e., resell it for a higher price.
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Fortunet emerged in the Amazon acquisition industry in 2018 and has since become
the leading investment bank in the e-commerce M&A market. Back in 2018, most
sellers were unaware of the possibility of selling their business. During that time, 101
Commerce and Thrasio made their first acquisitions, with the latter growing at the
speed of light and announcing a 1B$ valuation by July 2020, followed by higher
valuations at subsequent rounds. Since 2018, the industry has grown tremendously
with over 60 additional aggregators joining the e-commerce ride, each raising dozens
or hundreds of millions of dollars to acquire amazon brands.
Today, most of the medium/large sellers are aware of their exit opportunity. They are
inundated with offers to purchase their Business. Many sellers are struggling to
educate themselves regarding the correct value, multiples, deal structure, and
understanding of how to increase the value of their business.
Being in contact with a large network of sellers, we find that there are many
misconceptions surrounding the sale of an Amazon FBA business. For example, many
sellers believe that they will have to stay in the business for a long time to support the
buyer post-sale, when in fact most buyers take over the control of the business
immediately without the seller’s ongoing involvement in management. In addition,
sellers assume that they should own a US corporation, as it makes it easier to sell to a
US buyer. The reality is that most buyers do not have such preference since they
purchase the assets and not the company itself.
We wanted to dispel some of the common paradigms and reflect the true decisionmaking factors of buyers when it comes to desirability and evaluation of different
businesses. We therefore conducted a survey among 42 aggregators - FBA acquirers
that roll-up Amazon businesses.
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Methodology: The survey was conducted in June 2021. For the purpose of the survey, we
have decided to focus on aggregators, as they are the leading FBA acquirers, acquiring
primarily Amazon businesses and currently purchasing the majority of them. Forty two of
the aggregators have agreed to participate in the survey, including the largest and leading
buyers, and each question included in the survey was answered by at least 97% of the
respondents. We have excluded other active buyers in the Amazon space, such as private
equity firms, VCs, private buyers, strategic buyers, etc.
Below is chart showing the year of foundation of the respondents, according to Fortunet’s
research:
Year Founded
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2013
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2019

2020

2021

We will present the questions as posed in the survey and the accumulated responses,
divided in 5 different subjects, and followed by a summary of our team’s discussion and
conclusions.

DISCLAIMER
While we have made every attempt to ensure that the information contained in this survey is
accurate and complete, Fortunet is not responsible for any errors or omissions, or for the results
obtained from the use of this information. All information in this survey is provided "as is", with
no guarantee of completeness, accuracy, timeliness or of the results obtained from the use of
this information, and without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including, but not limited
to warranties of performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. In no event
will Fortunet, its related partnerships or corporations, or the partners, agents or employees
thereof be liable to you or anyone else for any decision made or action taken in reliance on the
information in this survey or for any consequential, special or similar damages, even if advised of
the possibility of such damages.
It is noted that additional buyers are active in the Amazon M&A market, in addition to the 42
aggregators that participated in the survey.
Fortunet’s discussion, presented below, constitutes Fortunet’s interpretation and opinion about
the results and the overall industry. Some of our statements may be inaccurate in relation to
certain buyers, even if they participated in the survey.
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Number of Acquisitions
How many FBA businesses have you purchased so far?
21+

18%

16-20

6%

11-15

9%

7-10

12%

4-6

26%

1-3

29%
0%
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20%
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35%

How many businesses do you intend to buy in the next 12 months?
15%

50+

10%

20-30

28%

15-20

10%

6-10

8%

10-15

10%

6-10

8%

3-6

5%
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0%

0
Not sure will buy in 2021
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10%

15%
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Fortunet Discussion
The results reflect the early stage of the Amazon and e-commerce developing industry, which is likely
to expand in the next 1-2 years.
The main market drivers constitute around 18% of buyers who purchased more than 21 businesses. The
remaining players are relatively new, with significant aspirations: Almost 64% have acquired only 1-10
businesses while the majority intends to purchase more than 15 businesses in the next 12 months.
The findings are as expected considering the recent formation of most aggregators in 2020 in the midst of
the COVID pandemic.
The industry has developed significantly in the last 18 months, and has enjoyed exponential growth in the
demand for FBA businesses. The cumulated acquisition plans by the Aggregators indicate that the current
acquisition pace is likely to continue to grow and accelerate in the next year.
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Which Amazon categories are you most interested in? Select 3-5
Cell Ph ones & Acce ssories

0%

Camera & Photo

0%

Watches
Books

0%
0%

Amazon D evi ce Acce ssories

0%

Video , DVD & Blu -ray
Sp orts Col lecti bles

0%
0%

Kind le Accessori es and Am azon Fi re TV Accesso ries

0%

Video Games
Softw are

0%
0%

Music

0%

Person al Com pute rs

0%

Fi ne Art
Coll ect ibl e Coin s

0%
0%

Amazon Kin dl e

0%

Major Ap pl iances
En tertain men t Coll ect ibl es

2%
5%

Musical In stru ments

7%

Indep end ent Desi gn

7%
7%

Consumer El ect roni cs
Grocery & Gourm et Fo od

10%
21%
21%

Indu stri al & Sci enti fi c
Autom otive & Powe rspo rts

24%

Office Prod ucts

36%
38%

Toys & Gam es
Beauty

52%

Sp orts
Heal th & Perso nal Care

62%
64%

Ou tdoors

64%

Tool s & Ho me Impr ove ment

67%

Baby Prod ucts (exclu di ng app arel)

79%

Pet Su ppl ies

88%

Hom e & Garden

0%
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20%

30%
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50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Do you exclude any categories when purchasing an FBA business?
Oth er

5.26%
10.53%

Toys

13.16%

Cosme tics

15.79%

No, I am ope n to purch asin g i n al l categ ories

39.47%

Any fashi on prod uct
Food

42.11%

Sup pl ements

42.11%
44.74%

El ectronics

52.63%

Apparel

0%
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20%

30%

40%
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60%

Fortunet Discussion
The most popular categories among FBA buyers include: 1. “Home and Garden” (over 88%), 2. Pet
Supplies (over 78%), 3. Baby Products (67%), 4. Outdoors (64%), 5. Health and Personal Care (64%).
Part of the aggregators excluded the following categories: 1. Apparel (52%), 2. Electronics (44%), 3.
Supplements (42)%, 4. Food (42%) or 5. any Fashion product (39%).
The excluded categories testify that many Aggregators are looking for evergreen products that are simple
to supply to consumers for the long term. Apparel and Electronics are generally not evergreen, and may
require ongoing innovation or design capabilities.
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Toys, food and supplements can have complex requirements including very specific
certifications. Supplement sellers must follow Amazon compliance and federal regulations, food must
have an expiration date, and toy sellers face significant compliance restrictions.
In addition, fashion and cosmetics are often regarded as categories that are dominated by larger nonamazon brands, which poses a challenge for private label brands.
The above results may show the aggregators’ current focus and stage of evolution. These preferences
may change, as FBA acquirers grow and mature with stronger inhouse product development and
management capabilities. 15% of the buyers are already open to any category.
High demand products are Aggregators’ primary focus. Accordingly, they favor home and garden, pets,
and baby products, as there is a stimulated growing demand for such essentials since the beginning of
the COVID pandemic (see Amazon’s publication*).
While buyers do not wish to purchase “trendy” products (that could have a short life-cycle), they do look
for trending categories that are projected to continue at a steady incline.
* Source: https://www.aboutamazon.com/news/retail/top-selling-items-on-amazon-in-2021-reflect-a-shifting-america

Do you purchase Wholesale / Resellers businesses, Private label businesses, or both?
70%

63%

60%
50%
40%

30%

30%
20%
10%

2%

0%

0%

Only Wholesale /
Reseller businesses

Prim arily Wholesale /
Reseller businesses

4%

0%
Only Private Label
businesses

Prim arily Private Label
businesses

Wholesale / Reseller
businesses

Both

Fortunet Discussion
The results show that none of the aggregators are looking to acquire solely wholesale businesses. In
fact, 63% clearly indicated that they purchase only private label brands, and a small number of
aggregators seem open to purchasing both – wholesale and private label businesses.
The reason why Wholesale/ Reseller businesses are less desirable is that typically they sell third parties’
brands. Such businesses can scale fast, yet they do not own the assets and depend largely on brand
owners. Reseller businesses do not enjoy Amazon’s benefits fully: creating a new brand, with its own
listings, its own reviews, an enforceable trademark and other long term assets.
In addition, wholesale businesses that sell various brands without obtaining the explicit consent of the
original company, often encounter IP complaints from the brand owners.
As a result, the attractiveness of such businesses often depends on the relations with the supplier, the legal
protection it has, and the strength of operations. A reseller business with a strong exclusivity contract that
is valid for many years will be far more attractive than a reseller business that carries a risk of losing its
supplier(s) at any moment.
Naturally, aggregators are looking to purchase businesses with long term assets and lower risks. Many of
them are looking to create strong brands and become the “Procter & Gamble” of online brands.
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Do you prefer businesses selling in a specific region?

US/CA only, 10%

Diversified, 44%
Preferably US/CA,
but may consider
others., 34%

Asia, 0%
Other preferences,
0%

Europe, 12%

Fortunet Discussion
44% of the buyers are looking for diversified businesses selling their products in several regions; 34%
prefer the US and Canada as the main markets and may consider other regions; 12% are looking for
European businesses. The results seem to be in line with the size of the largest consumer markets on
Amazon: the US market leading the chart, followed by the European countries when taken as a block even when excluding the UK. See MarkeplacePulse’s Marketplaces Year in Review 2020:
See MarkeplacePulse’s Marketplaces Year in Review 2020
Many sellers believe that if their business operates in one marketplace, such concentration presents a risk
to the buyer and affects their valuation negatively. However, buyers appreciate the strength of the U.S
consumer market which embodies a strong growth potential, as the e-commerce develops. In addition,
buyers see an opportunity to grow and immediately expand U.S based businesses to other markets: when
purchasing a US Amazon store, buyers can generally open a store in Europe while maintaining all of the
reviews of the parallel US listings, and hence achieving a quick leg-up on competitors just emerging onto
the EU marketplace.
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Do you target stores that are owned by sellers residing in a
specific region, or anywhere in the world?

Other, 9.8%
Yes, we mostly
purchase brands
that are owned by
European sellers,
9.8%

Yes, we mostly
purchase brands
that are owned by
American sellers,
4.9%

We do not have a
specific preference.
We buy brands
from any seller, in
any country., 75.6%

Fortunet Discussion
As opposed to the previous question which focused on the market in which the products are being
sold, this question focuses on the origin of the seller’s company.
One of the most common misconceptions is that buyers prefer buying businesses from American
sellers. In fact, the seller’s origin is fairly inconsequential: Over 75% of the respondents did not have a
specific preference- they would buy from any seller, in any country. The reason for the Buyers’ indifference
is that they generally tend to acquire the assets - not the companies. They are interested in purchasing the
brand, the account, the listings, suppliers relations, the inventory and other assets, rather than buying out
the legal entity of the seller (see the question ”Do you purchase the seller’s company, or only the assets of
the company?” detailing the reason for such preference, the exceptions, and how this approach affects the
valuation of the business). For this reason, the origin of the seller’s company becomes insignificant.
Buyers that target European sellers (9.8%), are mostly located in Europe. Such preference is often due to
proximity to the sellers, their ability to “get to the sellers”, and the sellers’ preference to close with a local
buyer. Buyers may use their geographical proximity to sellers to approach them directly and negotiate the
acquisition of their business, when such sellers are not represented by consultants, who would potentially
increase the purchase price of the businesses.
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Do you require a minimum operating history for acquisitions targets?
50%
40%

40%

33%

30%
18%

20%
10%
0%

0%
Yes. More than 1 year

Yes. More than 2 years

Yes. More than 3 years

No

Fortunet Discussion
Almost half of the buyers require tenure of only one year; no buyer requires a minimum tenure of
more than 3 years. At first glance, this may seem surprising, yet the logic behind this is fairly
understandable. Buyers are looking to buy assets in which they can add value.
In many cases, the seeds are sufficient. In a year, a seller can already build a solid proof of concept and
show long term assets that can be used to grow the business: a solid product, a trademark, a listing, and a
significant number of reviews.
Aggregators buy time and save the launching period. A business that is too premature carries risks; a
business that has passed the first year may have an exponential growth potential.

How many SKUs should the business have?
38%

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%

15%

15%
10%

8%

5%
0%

As fe w as
possible

8%

5%

Up to 10

3%
Up to 20

Up to 50

13%

10%

Up to 100

3%
Up to 200

Up to 500 Any number It de pends
of S KUs
on the S DE

Fortunet Discussion
The results of this question seem quite inconclusive. However, the largest number of participants
emphasized that, when it comes to SKUs, it’s less about the number and more about the profit. In
interviews, buyers explained that they tend to look for easier businesses to run, with a significant SDE
per SKU.
From our experience, businesses with a large number of SKUs (1000 +) only meet the investment criteria of
a relatively small number of aggregators, who have the capabilities to manage more complicated
businesses. This may change over time with the development of the aggregators’ businesses and
infrastructure.
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Do you require a minimum SDE profit margin?
29%

30%
25%

19%

20%
15%

14%

14%
12%
10%

10%
5%
0%

2%

At least 10% At least 15% At least 18% At least 20% At least 25% At least 30%

No

Fortunet Discussion
Typically, one would expect a demand for at least 20% - a reasonable profit margin for Amazon FBA
businesses. Over 50% of surveyors, however, have replied that they require at least 15% SDE profit
margin.
What would be the motivation in purchasing a business with such a low profit margin? Buyers may believe
that businesses with low profits can be acquired for lower valuations, and that they can later improve
performance and increase profit and margins. We note that the above statistics represent the number of
buyers and not the number of acquisitions. Per our experience, most of the acquisition transactions are of
Amazon FBA businesses with a profit rate of 17% and up.

ACQUISITION CRITERIA - CONCLUSIONS
Overall, while buyers are interested in early stage businesses they are looking for relatively solid
businesses with evergreen products and with no major complexities. Since these businesses are
acquired by buyers that generally have their own management and operating capabilities, in
most of the cases they wouldn’t focus on the entity but rather on the assets.
Businesses with a sound proof of concept, which started to build long term assets, are good
candidates for sale - even if their profit margin is not very impressive. As the market matures
and becomes more competitive, buyers may be open to acquiring more sophisticated
businesses, with high entry barriers, such as regulation requirements, product development,
and design.
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What’s your minimum and maximum purchase price?
What’s your minimum purchase price?
40%

35%

35%

30%

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%

10%

10%

10%

5%
0%

0%
Above $100k

Above $300K

Above $500K

Above $1M

Above $5M

Above $10M

What’s your maximum purchase price?
60%

53%

50%
40%

25%

30%
20%
10%
0%

0%

0%

Up to $100K

Up to $300K

5%

5%

Up to $500K

Up to $1M

8%

Up to $5M

5%
Up to $10M

Up to $30M

No limit

Fortunet Discussion
65% of the buyers are looking for acquisitions with a minimum ticket price of 500K-1M.
Such a minimum requirement is fairly understandable, considering the legal and business costs involved
in such transactions. In addition, the size of the business may be an indication of its strength and
sustainability. A larger business may evidence its solidity and serve as a stronger proof of concept.

As shown above, 52% of the buyers claimed to not have a maximum purchase price, while 42.5% have
set a limit of $10M or less.
A limit of $10M is also understandable, for the smaller/medium aggregators. They aspire to diversify their
portfolio of brands and prefer many small/medium brands, over a few large brands. For them, an
acquisition that accounts for a large percentage of the funds they raised carries a high risk.
The fact that most Buyers did not set an upper limit for their acquisitions may be surprising. For many
aggregators, the response doesn’t necessarily mean that they would easily buy a 70M business, yet it may
show that they strongly believe in the industry, and that funding is relatively available. “Show us the right
business, and we will raise the funds”, is a fairly common statement among buyers.
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Do you purchase the seller’s company, or only the assets of the company?
2%

We prefer a Stock Acquisit ion

5%

Other (please specify)
We prefer an Asset Purchase but we are open to
Stock Acquisition in some cases.

39%
54%

We prefer an Asset Purchase

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Fortunet Discussion
There is a clear preference across the board to purchase the business assets rather than the company
owned by the seller: over 90% replied that they either purchase assets only, or prefer to purchase the
assets only.
An asset deal for FBA amazon businesses is simpler and faster than a stock acquisition, which requires
more complicated due diligence and imposes a higher legal exposure to the buyer. Under the right
circumstances, however, some acquirers may be open to purchase the stock of the company. In certain
markets, such as the United Kingdom, acquisition of the legal entities have become the market-standard
in order to accommodate the sellers’ tax considerations.

Do you do full acquisitions, or partial investments?
Par tial investments with minor ity

0%

Par tial investment with eit her minority or control

0%

Par tial investments with contr ol

2%
37%

Open t o both: full or partial acquisitions

61%

Full acqui sit ions

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Fortunet Discussion
Most Aggregators (61%) prefer a full acquisition, while 37% may consider a partial acquisition. Most
buyers seem to be confident in their ability to grow the business to its full potential, after a short
transition period and without the involvement of the founding seller. In addition, as aggregators seek
to effectuate multiple transactions during a short period, creating joint ventures with many sellers
may complicate their business.
Acknowledging the importance of the long term involvement of the seller with the business, some buyers
wish to share the risk and reward with the founders and prefer to have a certain portion of the business
retained by the seller (typically a small minority for a limited period of time). While Private Equity and
Venture Capital firms are generally more inclined to partial acquisitions, aggregators may become more
open to such acquisitions moving forward and (in particular) for larger businesses.
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Do you buy and migrate the entire account, or just brand and listings?

It depends on the
marketplace (Listings for
European, Accounts for US)
20%

Other (please
specify)
2%

The entire
account
41%

Opened to both
37%

Fortunet Discussion
From the buyer perspective, the main difference between taking ownership of the entire account
versus the listings only is time and smooth business continuity. Ownership of the account can be
changed fairly quickly - in most cases up to a week - while transferring the listings requires more
effort and time. Buyers generally prefer the quicker and simpler method when available.
Aggregators are open to transferring the listings if there is a strong reason or desire from the seller to
maintain ownership of the account, or if Amazon’s processes encourage them to do so. For instance,
buyers explain that listings’ transfers may be easier in Europe compared to account migrations (which can
require Amazon verifications).
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What is your preferred deal structure?
All/mostly cash

10%

Cash + stabilization/deferred payments

20%

Cash + profit sharing

13%

Cash + Stabilization/deferred + profit sharing

43%

Other

15%
0%

5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

What is your typical cash upfront portion for acquisitions?
All cash

8%

80-90%

22%

70-80%

57%

50-60%
Below 50%

14%
0%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Fortunet Discussion
When structuring a deal, buyers take into account their Return on Investment (ROI) and fund
management across their overall portfolio and acquisition opportunities, the risk allocation between the
buyer and the seller, and the attractiveness of their offer.
A common practice is to hold part of the payments as contingent payments- this reduces buyer’s risk
associated with a specific acquisition and allows the buyer to advance his/her business more quickly by
diversifying his/her funds among a larger number of investments.
The above is reflected in the results of the survey; most buyers offer a certain percentage of upfront
payment (70-80% in most cases), as well as a deferred or stabilization payment with an earn-out
“bonus”. Such a structure somewhat balances between the seller’s will to cash-out (having no control
over the future performance of his business), and buyer’s need to mitigate the risk of potential
unknowns in the business that may lead to a decline in the future. Per Fortunet’s experience, other
deal structures (which may be sometimes more favorable for the seller) may be obtainable, as
represented by 15% of the responding buyers who indicated that “other structures” are available.
Only 13.5% of buyers offer between 50% to 60% cash upfront, as expected, given the buyer’s need to be
sufficiently competitive and to meet the sellers’ needs.
We note that the question, as well as the respondents’ answers, assume that the earn-out component
is capped, or calculated separately. When the earn-out is unlimited, the upfront payment may differ.
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DEAL STRUCTURES
Do you offer stock options in the holding company as part of the deal?
Other (please
specify)
13%

Yes
8%

Occasionally
32%

No
47%

Fortunet Discussion
The answers show that sellers are invited to “join the party”: Over 40% of the buyers offer - or
occasionally offer - equity in the holding company.
Using the equity of the holding company as a currency in the acquisition of Amazon FBA businesses
promotes certain values and benefits to the seller and the buyer, but can also prove potentially
disadvantageous to the seller. Owning an equity stake of the buyers’ companies in the industry represents
a unique opportunity to participate in an investment which is not available for the general public (unless
these are public companies). At the same time, the liquidity of such equity may be questionable or remote
and may involve a high risk. Sellers that choose to accept an equity in the buyer’s company as part of the
payment for their business, are deemed to use part of the proceeds of the sale of their business by
investing them in the buyer’s business. For buyers, payment with their equity can involve dilution of their
shareholders’ stake as well as certain legal challenges. This creates an opportunity to offer a non-cash
payment, which is differentiated from other buyers and which they may offer to calculate based on their
next round’s valuation.

How do you typically treat inventory?
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

65%

10%
In addition to valuation Paid a t close

Included in valuation

13%

10%

3%

Partially included in
In addition to valuation - In addition to valuation –
valuation (e.g. – 3 months Taken on consignment Paid after several months
included)

Fortunet Discussion
The inventory is considered separate to the purchase valuation and it is generally paid in full upon
closing.
This is another strong indication that the valuation is associated with the business’ long-term assets (i.e,
brand, positioning, product differentiation etc), and not on working capital and inventory. Buyers are taking
into consideration the future, post-acquisition cash needs of the business.
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DEAL STRUCTURES
How long does the owner have to stay in the business?
40%

36.59%

35%
30%
25%

24.39%
19.51%

20%
12.20%

15%

7.32%

10%
5%

0.00%

0%
Seller is released
immediately after
the t raining

1 month

3 mont hs

6 months

A year or more

Other (please
speci fy)

Fortunet Discussion
One of the most common misconceptions is that the seller will remain in the business over a long
transition period.
For the most part, buyers are confident in their experience and capabilities to take on the business
almost immediately. Their preference is to take over and transition as quickly as possible.
Many buyers have replied that the answer depends on the circumstances, and/or that they are flexible.
Buyers seem to take into consideration the seller’s skills, the size of the business, the seller’s preference,
and if the deal includes an equity component.

DEAL STRUCTURE- CONCLUSIONS
For the most part, buyers are looking to acquire the assets of the seller, as quickly and efficiently
as possible, and start running the business themselves. Most aggregators are looking for full
acquisitions, and part of them occasionally offer equity in their company. Understanding the
competition over good businesses, they strive to present attractive deals while mitigating their
risk by associating part of the payment to future performance.
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Do you offer a higher multiple for businesses with social presence?
(e.g. Facebook, Instagram, etc.)

70%

63%

60%
50%
40%
29%

30%
20%
10%

7%

0%
Yes, in most cases

Not necessarily

Only if such presence is
significant

Do you offer a higher multiple for businesses with Direct to Consumer
online sales channels (eg. Shopify)?
70%

63%

60%
50%
40%
27%

30%
20%
10%

10%

0%
Yes, in most cases

Not necessarily

Only if those sales are
significant
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FACTORS THAT COULD INCREASE THE VALUE OF THE BUSINESS
FACT VERSUS MYTH
Do you offer a higher multiple for businesses that are also selling
wholesale or offline retail?
90%

80%

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

17%

20%
10%

2%

0%
Yes, in most cases

Not necessarily

Only if those sales are
significant

Do you offer higher multiples for businesses selling on other platforms
(Walmart, eBay, etc.)?
90%

80%

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

15%
5%

0%
Yes, in most cases

Not necessarily

Only if those sales are
significant
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Fortunet Discussion
We often hear from sellers that they plan to open a Shopify business, or invest in their social
presence since it “increases the value of the sale”. They have been told that a business relying solely
on Amazon has a lower value, and that they need to diversify their selling channels, while increasing
the independence and strength of their brand.
While this advice may be valuable for sellers that are planning their long term strategy, investing time
and money in other channels/platforms doesn’t necessarily help sellers who wish to sell in the shortterm.
The survey shows that aggregators do not necessarily value sales on multiple channels, and those who
do, only value significant sales on these channels. Having a Shopify site with minimal sales - simply for
the sake of “ticking the box” of diversification - doesn’t affect the buyers’ perception.
Aggregators are generally focused on Amazon, invested in Amazon, and believe in its growth and
potential. They are willing to take the risk of operating on one platform, and many of them see the
additional platforms as a way to grow the brand post- acquisition.

How do you view the location(s) of suppliers/manufacturers from
a valuation perspective?
80%
70%

68%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

12%

17%

10%

2%

0%
Does not matter

Ch inese prod uction
preferred

Local Production
Preferred

Other location(s)
preferred

Fortunet Discussion
Another misconception is that buyers shy away from goods made in China, especially in the wake of
the introduction of tariffs. Most buyers replied, however, that the location of suppliers is insignificant
and some even expressed a preference for Chinese made goods. Aggregators’ business model is
global in nature and supports cross-border commerce as an integral part of e-commerce.
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Do you offer a higher multiple for businesses having
Patents/ Design patents?
70%

61%

60%
50%
39%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Yes, in most cases

Not necessarily

Fortunet Discussion
61 % replied that they offer a higher multiple for businesses having patents/design patents. This was
one of the only factors that most buyers found valuable.
A patent provides exclusivity over a certain product/ design for a long period of time. On Amazon, such
exclusivity can make a remarkable difference, as it can reduce the competition and boost sales. Based on
our experience, businesses with strong differentiation, entry barriers and IP protection are likely to attract
more buyers, and hence have a higher valuation.
Even so, 39% of the Buyers replied that they do not necessarily value such patents. Some Buyers
explained that they acquired many businesses without any such patents/design patent, nonetheless
performing and growing exceedingly well. Others asserted that many patents can be circumvented, and
that they only value and strong patent that they can enforce.

FACTORS THAT COULD INFLUENCE VALUATION
- CONCLUSIONS
Whatever supports the long term success, competitive advantage of the business and its
profitable growth - positively impacts its valuation. Risk mitigators may also be perceived as
valuable.
The initiation of proactive steps such as opening a Shopify store or diversifying into an
additional sales channel would not necessarily add value unless these pave the path for future
growth or otherwise support the strength of the business.
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BUYERS’ PLANS

What will you do post acquisition?

90%

82.05%

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

10.26%
5.13%

2.56%

0%
Grow and Flip

Grow and Hold

Continue the seller’s
existing operations
and strategy

Other

Fortunet Discussion
The responses leave little doubt as to what motivates buyers: to hold and grow a business. In fact,
less than 3% answered they buy to flip, i.e., resell it for a higher price.
Buyers wish to grow and expand a network of stores and to become a “Procter & Gamble” of the
ecommerce space, with a strong Amazon base.
Buyers' long-term plan is a strong indicator of the way they perceive the market, and the potential of
Amazon brands.
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